The 11th KCSB EXHIBITION

Call for Entry for a Small Group Show
November 9-24, 2024

REQUIREMENTS:
1. A group of Korean-American artists residing in New England submits a exhibition proposal with a theme. A group consists of not more than three artists.
2. The selected group cannot apply in the future as the same group.
3. Pieces of 2D or 3D in any media are accepted without limits on sizes.
4. Small pieces consistent with the theme have to be included to occupy shelf spaces in the gallery.
5. Outdoor installations are also encouraged.
6. Artists are responsible for installation and de-installation.
7. Gallery sittings are for 3 hours each (11 am – 2 pm or 2 pm – 5 pm). Among 12 sitting slots (closed on Mondays), artists are responsible for at least 6 sittings.
8. Sale commissions are 40 percent to LexArt and 10 percent to KCSB.

SCHEDULE:
1. June 30, 2024: The intention of submission id emailed to arts@kcsboston.org.
2. Aug. 31, 2024: Eight images from each Artist can be submitted to arts@kcsboston.org with entry fee of $100 (To be written to KCSB and mailed to KCSB/31 Lillian Rd./Lexington, MA 02420 or pay at www.kcsboston.org as a donation)
3. Sept. 30, 2024: Selected group is notified.
4. Nov. 5, 2024: Drop-off at LexArt (artwork has to be wired at the back, if for hanging)

What to be emailed as the intention for submission:
1. The Exhibition Theme and the description of works to be exhibited:

2. Name and short bio/artist statement (including a website) of each Artist in the Group:

3. Contact Information of the representative of the group:
   Name:

   Email: Phone: